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LE PETIT

Vingt-et-unième

Celebrating
90 years of
adventure!

90 years old

TINTIN
IN THE CONGO!

A new life begins with
timelessness and renewed
enthusiasm!...
Read page 1

What vision of Africa could Hergé have
had in his mind from the age where he was
old enough to read and admire images?
Beyond the vast territory of the Congo,
Africa is for the novelists and artist a land
of adventure and mystery. Almost ninety
years later, le Petit Vingt-et-unième unveils a
new way to discover this album sometimes
criticised but still appreciated by young readers, an opus reconstituted from the original plates at the hand of Hergé, restored
and colourised for the occasion.

TRUMP

Since the mid-term elections in the
United States, Trump relaunched in
the race for a second term...
Read page 8

2019ALL ABOUT MOBILITY

LARCENY
No longer pursued in Europe’s
Capitals. Notice to pick-pockets
Meet with Aristides Silk,

What on earth are those contraptions ?
Ingenious, aren’t they ?

Mr. Aristides Silk ?
Yes ...

...Read page 10

SPECIAL DOSSIER:
India, the country that will be
the most populated in the world:
1.66 billion inhabitants in 2050...
Read page 2

© Hergé - Moulinsart 2019

50 years
already

2019 marks the anniversary of this
historic moment when man walked
for the first time on the Moon in
the sea of tranquillity. The editorial
will return on this fantastic adventure of the space conquest with an
unprecedented interview with the
first man on the moon, TINTIN, the
most famous reporter...

RASCAR CAPAC
WHO ARE YOU?

New means of urban transport! Inventiveness knows no
bounds. After the Segway, the
hoverboard, the mini scooter,
the yikebike, the airwheel,
the rocketskates, why not try
the sneakers on rollerblades,
following the trend, Calculus!

Researchers have followed
in the footsteps of this dried
up mummy whose black and
lifeless eyes have frightened
more than one reader. Who
was he? Where is he from?
For the first time, researchers
hope to discover the riddle of
Rascar Capac! On your screens
soon...

